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the ic 555 as we all know is a universally acclaimed work horse ic which finds almost unlimited number of applications through various different electronic circuits the article introduces a few very interesting ic 555 timer circuits which require very little in the way of external components for the specified implementations configurations like that of an egg timer automatic day night lamp, linear rf power meter circuit diagram the supply voltage which can lie between 2.7 v und 5.5 v is filtered by a 100nf capacitor that diverts residual rf signals to ground finally there is an output capacitor that forms a low pass filter in combination with the internal cirucity of the lmv225, power controller circuits 8 power circuits audio circuits circuit design circuit diagram digital electronics electronic circuits electronic components electronic instruments electronic projects filter circuits fm transmitter history of electronics hobby circuits hobby projects home circuits ic ic audio amplifier integrated circuits, mobile phones generally charge with 5v regulated dc supply so basically we are going to build a circuit diagram for 5v regulated dc supply from 220 ac this dc supply can be used to charge mobiles as well as the power source for digital circuits breadboard circuits ics microcontrollers etc, mobile phone chargers available in the market are quite expensive the circuit presented here comes as a low cost alternative to charge mobile telephones battery packs with a rating of 7.2 volts such as nokia 6110 6150 the 220 240v ac mains supply is down converted to 9v ac by transformer t1 the, electronic circuit schematics note that all these links are external and we cannot provide support on the circuits or offer any guarantees to their accuracy some circuits would be illegal to operate in most countries and others are dangerous to construct and should not be attempted by the inexperienced, cell phone circuit architecture for example as a circuit and the resistors integrated circuits ics and other constituents of the amplier as devices in actuality an ic is a fairly complex circuit in its own right or an ic cannot function without a power source this book is about electric circuits a student once asked, cheap 220v ac mobile charger circuit diagram first of all lets have a look at the chargers circuit diagram as transformer is a bit odd so ive also decided to draw it by hands, an integrated circuit or monolithic integrated circuit also referred to as an ic a chip or a microchip is a set of electronic circuits on one small flat piece or chip of semiconductor material that is normally silicon the integration of large numbers of tiny transistors into a small chip results in circuits that are orders of magnitude smaller faster and less expensive than those, power supplies MPU mcubased systems
industrial controls computer systems and many other product applications are requiring power supervisory functions which monitor voltages to ensure proper system operation. Motorola offers a wide range of power supervisory circuits that fulfill these needs in a cost-effective and efficient manner. A mobile battery charger circuit is a device that can automatically recharge a mobile phone's battery when the power in it gets low. Nowadays, mobile phones have become an integral part of everyone's life and hence require frequent charging of the battery. Owing to longer duration usage, frequent charging is necessary. For circuit diagrams, visit http://makeitmec.com/2018/05/20/how-to-make-portable-inverter-with-555-timer-ic/. Low-power inverter projects are simple and cost-effective audio amplifier circuits designed by using IC TBA810. It is a 7W audio amplifier integrated circuit fabricated as monolithic integrated circuit in a 12-lead quad in-line package.
plastic package intended for use as a low frequency class B amplifier it is most suitable for general purpose low power audio amplifier design, see many power amplifier circuit diagram with pcb layout so easy to builds you can choose 0.5w to 1 200w using transistors mosfet ic on a lot types, mobile phone block diagram mobile phone block diagram antenna memory arm controller dsp audio interface audio codec audio amp audio amp rf interface single chip analog baseband receiver synthesizer modulator power amp rf section rf transceiver melody amp single chip digital baseband protection ic ncp345 ncp5007 ncp1403 mbr0520lt1 ncp5426, simple portable audio power amplifier circuit using lm386 ic gallery of electronic circuits and projects providing lot of diy circuit diagrams robotics amp microcontroller projects electronic development tools, the usb port offers power to the external devices 5v of power is available at pin1 and 5v of it is available at pin4 most of the mobile phones battery are rated 3.6 volts at 1000 to 1300 mah these battery sets have 3 lithium cells which have 1 2 volt rating keep on reading to find out how the circuit is constructed and how it works, the article presents a handful of assorted power bank circuits using 1.5v cell and 3.7v li ion cell which can be built by any individual for their personal emergency cellphone charging functionality the idea was requested by mr irfan what is a power bank power bank modules have gained significant popularity today due to their portability, schematic wiring diagram parts for the briggs amp stratton power 8972 0 s4001 generac portable generator 4000 watt browse all parts in this field show more details image from schematic diagram description of a trap for small insects using ion generator circuit schematic diagram combines small generator wiring diagram and electrical, today in this video tutorial i am going to show you step by step how to make a cell phone call detector circuit using ic 3130a circuits diy solder output led and input power connector 9v indicator circuit mobile phone detector mobile phone detector app mobile phone detector circuit mobile phone detector circuit diagram mobile phone, best electronics mini projects for electronics engineering students here we gave a complete information of the project along with circuit diagram code working process and step by step methods of making and how to do it get good knowledge on circuit diagrams of various electronics mini projects by visiting this page, power management integrated circuits power management ics or pmics or pmu as unit are integrated circuits for power management although pmic refers to a wide range of chips or modules in system on a chip devices most include several dc dc converters or their control part a pmic is often included in battery operated devices such as mobile phones and portable media players to decrease the, description this circuit can be used to escape from the nuisance of mobile phone rings when you are at home this circuit will give a visual indication if placed near a mobile phone even if the ringer is deactivated when a call is coming to the mobile phone the transmitter inside it becomes activated, this stereo amplifier circuit diagram is cheap and simple it is probably the one of the easiest audio amplifiers to build hi im still curious when use 9 volt of power is the ic become hot or not thanks reply admin says december 23 2015 at 12 02 pm hey i found various completed circuits out of hi fi systems and portable, diy power bank electronic circuits how the usb how to make own power bank portable battery usb power bank circuit diagram power bank circuit diagram for mobile power bank circuit for smartphones power bank meaning power bank power supply simple power bank schematic diagram usb what does a power bank do, mobile cell phone detector sniffer circuit diagram engineering and diploma project gallery of electronic circuits and projects providing lot of diy circuit diagrams robotics amp microcontroller projects electronic development tools, a compact and portable 12v solar power inverter circuit that will keep away darkness this tried and tested design converts 12v dc from the storage battery of any solar power system to 230v ac that is enough to power a number of energy saving cfls, circuit diagram of fm radio receiver using ic there are 175 circuit schematics available in this category simple am radio receiver circuit diagram fm radio receiver circuit diagram using ic 1619 1km fm transmitter circuit diagram mobile phone jammer here is the simple fm radio circuit and its working we, lets see the circuit diagram of stereo amplifier the circuit of stereo amplifier is built around tda7052 audio amplifier ic there are few special features which lead us to design this stereo amplifier circuit using this particular ic output power of 1.5w which is enough power for a room with several
people, mobile power ic circuit diagram three dimensional integrated circuits or 3d ic have emerged as a promising path for high performance systems to satisfy the increasing demands of mobile computing and reduces power consumption automotive power management ic market new research report announced with business 04202019 power management integrated circuits pmic are used to manage power requirements, the simple top10 electronic circuits for beginners includes dc lighting circuit rain alarm simple temperature monitor touch sensor led circuit etc the positive power supply will draw away all the electrons present in the junction and all the holes will draw towards the negative terminal um3561 ic sound generator circuit diagram, transmitter circuit for wireless mobile charger circuit diagram the transmitter circuit of wireless mobile charger circuit diagram is shown in figure 1 and is built around timer ic 555 a general purpose npn transistor bc547 n channel mosfet irf540n lc tuned circuit and a 5 volt series voltage regulator 7805, lcd tv power supply ip board schematic diagram amp repair tips for sharp this is samsung lcd tv bn44 00152b inverter power supply ip board schematic diagram where this power supplies are using on samsung ln t1953h lcd tv or other similar ln t19 series lcd tv below is the picture of this psu s 00 001 04 01 07 rev 1 page rev 0 page 12, 5v power supply using 7805 voltage regulator with design 5v power supply using 7805 voltage regulator with design the input voltage to the 7805 ic should be at least 2v greater than the required 2v output therefore it requires an input voltage at least close to 7v circuit diagram 5v power supply circuit using 7805 voltage regulator, here is a simple project using very common electronics components for charging mobile battery using aa cells circuit descriptions of mobile cellphone charger the main part of the circuit mobile cellphone charger is timer ic ne555 used to charge and monitor the voltage level ic 1 get control voltage to pin 5 by zener diode zd 1 , 220v homemade portable power inverter hello friends this is a tutorial about how to make a 220v portable power inverter this inverter is capable to power cfls tube lights dc fan ext it can handle up to 150w even you can charge your laptop and mobile note this is a 220v 50hz square, circuit diagram of flash lamp using 555 timer ic here the circuit consists of an a stable multi vibrator using 555 timer ic which creates a square wave the circuit has an on state time of 0 94 seconds and off time of 0.47 seconds

**Best of 555 Timer Application Circuits Explained**
April 22nd, 2019 - The IC 555 as we all know is a universally acclaimed work horse IC which finds almost unlimited number of applications through various different electronic circuits The article introduces a few very interesting IC 555 timer circuits which require very little in the way of external components for the specified implementations Configurations like that of an egg timer automatic day night lamp

**Linear RF Power Meter Circuit Diagram Learning Electronics**
April 11th, 2019 - Linear RF Power Meter Circuit Diagram The supply voltage which can lie between 2 7 V und 5 5 V is filtered by a 100nF capacitor that diverts residual RF signals to ground Finally there is an output capacitor that forms a low pass filter in combination with the internal circuitry of the LMV225

**Drones Electronic Circuits and Diagrams Electronic**
April 22nd, 2019 - Power Controller Circuits 8 Power Circuits Audio circuits circuit design circuit diagram Digital Electronics Electronic Circuits Electronic Components Electronic Instruments Electronic Projects Filter Circuits FM transmitter History of Electronics hobby circuits hobby projects Home Circuits IC IC Audio Amplifier Integrated Circuits
Cell Phone Charger Circuit Diagram
April 20th, 2019 - Mobile phones generally charge with 5v regulated DC supply so basically we are going to build a circuit diagram for 5v regulated DC supply from 220 AC This DC supply can be used to charge mobiles as well as the power source for digital circuits breadboard circuits ICs microcontrollers etc.

Mobile Phone Battery Charger EEWeb Community
April 17th, 2013 - Mobile phone chargers available in the market are quite expensive The circuit presented here comes as a low cost alternative to charge mobile telephones battery packs with a rating of 7 2 volts such as Nokia 6110 6150 The 220 240V AC mains supply is down converted to 9V AC by transformer T1.

Electronic Circuit Schematics
April 20th, 2019 - Electronic Circuit Schematics Note that all these links are external and we cannot provide support on the circuits or offer any guarantees to their accuracy Some circuits would be illegal to operate in most countries and others are dangerous to construct and should not be attempted by the inexperienced.

Cell Phone Circuit Architecture Oregon State University
April 19th, 2019 - Cell Phone Circuit Architecture for example as a circuit and the resistors integrated circuits ICs and other constituents of the amplifier as devices In actualty an IC is a fairly complex circuit in its own right or an IC cannot function without a power source This book is about electric circuits A student once asked.

Mobile charger circuit diagram 100 220V AC – Circuits DIY
April 21st, 2019 - Cheap 220V AC mobile charger circuit diagram First of all lets have a look at the charger’s circuit diagram As transformer is a bit odd so I’ve also decided to draw it by hands.

Integrated circuit Wikipedia
April 23rd, 2019 - An integrated circuit or monolithic integrated circuit also referred to as an IC a chip or a microchip is a set of electronic circuits on one small flat piece or chip of semiconductor material that is normally silicon The integration of large numbers of tiny transistors into a small chip results in circuits that are orders of magnitude smaller faster and less expensive than those.

Power Supply Circuits solo electronica
April 18th, 2019 - Power supplies MPU MCU–based systems industrial controls computer systems and many other product applications are requiring power supervisory functions which monitor voltages to ensure proper system operation Motorola offers a wide range of power supervisory circuits that fulfill these needs in a cost effective and efficient manner.

Mobile Battery Charger Circuit and Working Principle
April 21st, 2019 - A mobile battery charger circuit is a device that can automatically recharge a mobile phone’s battery when the power in it gets low. Nowadays mobile phones have become an integral part of everyone’s life and hence require frequent charging of battery owing to longer duration usage.

**How to make Portable Inverter Inverter Project Circuit**
March 11th, 2019 - For circuit diagram Visit http://makeitmech.com 2018 05 20 how to make portable inverter with 555 timer ic Low power inverter project step by step guide Su.

**Power supply and power control circuit diagrams circuit**
April 20th, 2019 - Power supply and power control circuit diagrams circuit schematics Note that all these links are external and we cannot provide support on the circuits or offer any guarantees to their accuracy Some circuits would be illegal to operate in most countries and others are dangerous to construct and should not be attempted by the inexperienced.

**DIY Power Bank Circuit Diagram How to Make a Power Bank**
April 20th, 2019 - Power Bank Circuit Diagram Below is the circuit diagram for our power bank As we can see its fairly easy to make a power bank with li ion battery TP4056 module and a boost converter 18650 Lithium Cell The term 18650 cell is due to the cell dimension it is cylindrical in shape with 18mm diameter and height of 65mm.

**What is integrated circuit IC Definition from WhatIs.com**
April 17th, 2019 - An integrated circuit IC sometimes called a chip or microchip is a semiconductor wafer on which thousands or millions of tiny resistors capacitors and transistors are fabricated An IC can function as an amplifier oscillator timer counter computer memory or microprocessor.

**Homemade 2000w power inverter with circuit diagrams GoHz.com**
April 19th, 2019 - Homemade 2000w power inverter with circuit diagrams Thursday October 8 2015 Few days ago GoHz made a 24V 2000W power inverter in home sharing some design schematics and circuit diagrams Power inverter testing The picture was taken in short circuited.

**Mobile phone circuit diagram download MobileRepairingOnline**
April 21st, 2019 - Mobile Phone Troubleshooting Diagram include IC integrated circuit descriptions Antenna Signal and Radio Frequency Filters sections Power supply Real Time Clock Rom Ram and CPU section identification knowledge when you start learning mobile phone repairing cell phone circuit diagram is a very useful and very important guide to every beginner student.

**Mobile Scanner Circuit electroschematics.com**
April 21st, 2019 - Range of the circuit is 15 cm The circuit is basically an RF detector During the activation of mobile phone strong RF field will be generated The sensor coil L detects the RF signals and T1 amplifies the
signals The amplified signals are given to the clock input of IC1 CD 4017 is a Johnson decade counter IC with 10 outputs Its clock

**Mobile Phone PCB Diagram with Parts Electronics**
April 21st, 2019 - Mobile Phone PCB Diagram with Parts Surface Mount Devices or Electronic Components or IC from the PCB of a Mobile E Maan MOBILE PHONE REPAIR What others are saying Lowest Price Cell Phones Without Contract Hot Air Blower for Mobile Phone Repairing This adjustable power supply circuit provides an output voltage source which can be

**Samsung PDF Schematics and Diagrams Schematic diagrams**
April 21st, 2019 - The Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 Edge Samsung has used a combined tray for SIM cards and MicroSD memory In models with a single SIM card part of the SM G930F all part of the American and Korean versions have a dedicated slot for MicroSD models Duos for two SIM card slot of the second nano SIM is aligned with MicroSD

**Portable Audio Amplifier Schematic Design**
April 21st, 2019 - This is simple portable audio amplifier circuit This circuit built based on IC TEA2025 which is a monolithic integrated audio amplifier in a 16 pin plastic dual in line package manufactured by UTC Circuit has Internal Thermal Protector It is designed for portable cassette players mp3 players and radios

**Power bank mobile charger circuit using LM1086**
April 17th, 2019 - This is Power bank mobile charger circuit project When we need to take the mobile phone outdoors that no electrical outlet To backup energy when need portable mobile phone It uses a low dropout voltage high efficiency LM1086

**Mobile Jammer Circuit Electronics Hub**
April 21st, 2019 - A Mobile Jammer Circuit or a Cell Phone Jammer Circuit is an instrument or device that can prevent the reception of signals by Mobile Phones Basically a Mobile Jammer Circuit is an RF Transmitter which broadcasts Radio Signals in the same or similar frequency range of the GSM Communication

**Free Wiring Diagram Tda2822 Mono Amplifier Circuit**
April 16th, 2019 - Hi guys how are you today we are homewiringdiagram blogspot com website we provide a variety of collection of wiring diagrams and schematics wire for motorcycles and cars as well such as we have an article about the Tda2822 Mono Amplifier Circuit Glad I could help you I hope our website is useful to you

**100 IC Circuits Talking Electronics**
April 20th, 2019 - This is the third part of our Circuits e book series It contains a further 100 circuits This time we have concentrated on circuits containing one or more IC s It s amazing what you can do with transistors but when Integrated Circuits came along the whole field of electronics
Amplifier Circuit Diagram Theorycircuit
April 21st, 2019 - Share on Tumblr Simple and cost effective Audio Amplifier circuit diagram designed by using IC TBA810 it is a 7 watt audio amplifier Integrated circuit It is fabricated as monolithic integrated circuit in a 12 lead quad in line plastic package intended for use as a low frequency class B amplifier it is most suitable for general purpose low power audio amplifier design

108 Power amplifier circuit diagram with PCB layout
April 20th, 2019 - SEE Many Power amplifier circuit diagram with PCB layout So easy to builds You can choose 0 5W to 1 200W Using transistors MOSFET IC on a lot types

Mobile Phone Block Diagram cn 21ic com
April 13th, 2019 - Mobile Phone Block Diagram Mobile Phone Block Diagram ANTENNA Memory ARM Controller DSP Audio Interface audio Codec Audio Amp Audio Amp RF Interface Single Chip Analog Baseband Receiver Synthesizer Modulator Power Amp RF Section RF Transceiver Melody AMP Single Chip Digital Baseband Protection IC NCP345 NCP5007 NCP1403 MBR0520LT1 NCP5426

Simple portable Audio power amplifier circuit using LM386 IC
April 20th, 2019 - Simple portable Audio power amplifier circuit using LM386 IC Gallery of Electronic Circuits and projects providing lot of DIY circuit diagrams Robotics amp Microcontroller Projects Electronic development tools

USB Mobile Charger Circuit Diagram EngineersGarage
April 20th, 2019 - The USB port offers power to the external devices 5V of power is available at pin1 and 5V of it is available at pin4 Most of the Mobile Phones battery are rated 3 6 volts at 1000 to 1300 mAh These battery sets have 3 Lithium cells which have 1 2 volt rating Keep on reading to find out how the circuit is constructed and how it works

Simple Power Bank Circuit Homemade Circuit Projects
April 18th, 2019 - The article presents a handful of assorted power bank circuits using 1 5V cell and 3 7V Li ion cell which can be built by any individual for their personal emergency cellphone charging functionality The idea was requested by Mr Irfan What is a Power Bank Power bank modules have gained significant popularity today due to their portability

Small Generator Wiring Diagram And Electrical Schematics
April 17th, 2019 - Schematic Wiring Diagram parts for the Briggs amp Stratton Power 8972 0 S4001 Generac Portable Generator 4 000 Watt Browse all parts In this field show more details image from Schematic Diagram Description of A Trap for Small Insects Using Ion Generator Circuit schematic diagram combines Small Generator Wiring Diagram And Electrical
How To Make A Simple Mobile Phone Detector circuits diy com
April 22nd, 2019 - Today in this video tutorial i am going to show you Step by Step How to make a cell phone call detector circuit using ic 3130a
Circuits DIY Solder Output LED and Input Power Connector 9v indicator circuit mobile phone detector mobile phone detector app mobile phone
detector circuit mobile phone detector circuit diagram mobile phone

90 Best Mini Projects images Circuit diagram
April 18th, 2019 - Best electronics mini projects for electronics enginnering students here we gave a complete information of the project along with circuit digaram code working process and step by step methods of making and how to do it Get good knowledge on circuit diagrams of various electronics mini projects by visiting this page

Power management integrated circuit Wikipedia
April 23rd, 2019 - Power management integrated circuits power management ICs or PMICs or PMU as unit are integrated circuits for power management Although PMIC refers to a wide range of chips or modules in system on a chip devices most include several DC DC converters or their control part A PMIC is often included in battery operated devices such as mobile phones and portable media players to decrease the

Mobile Phone Related Electronic Circuits and Diagrams
April 20th, 2019 - Description This circuit can be used to escape from the nuisance of mobile phone rings when you are at home This circuit will give a visual indication if placed near a mobile phone even if the ringer is deactivated When a call is coming to the mobile phone the transmitter inside it becomes activated

The Simplest Audio Amplifier Circuit Diagram
April 20th, 2019 - This stereo amplifier circuit diagram is cheap and simple It is probably the one of the easiest audio amplifiers to build hi i'm still curious when use 9 volt of power is the ic become hot or not thanks Reply admin says December 23 2015 at 12 02 pm Hey I found various completed circuits out of hi fi systems and portable

Power Bank Circuit for Smartphones theoryCIRCUIT
April 20th, 2019 - diy power bank electronic circuits how the usb how to make own power bank portable battery usb power bank circuit diagram power bank circuit diagram for mobile Power Bank Circuit for Smartphones power bank meaning power bank power supply simple power bank schematic diagram USB what does a power bank do

Mobile cell phone detector sniffer circuit diagram
April 18th, 2019 - Mobile cell phone detector sniffer circuit diagram engineering and diploma project Gallery of Electronic Circuits and projects providing lot of DIY circuit diagrams Robotics amp Microcontroller Projects Electronic development tools
Portable Solar Power Inverter Electronics Projects Circuits
April 16th, 2019 - A compact and portable 12V solar power inverter circuit that will keep away darkness This tried and tested design converts 12V DC from the storage battery of any solar power system to 230V AC that is enough to power a number of energy saving CFLs

Circuit Diagram Of Fm Radio Receiver Using Ic
April 20th, 2019 - Circuit Diagram Of Fm Radio Receiver Using Ic There are 175 circuit schematics available in this category Simple AM Radio Receiver Circuit Diagram FM Radio Receiver Circuit Diagram Using IC 1619 1Km FM Transmitter Circuit Diagram Mobile Phone Jammer Here is the simple FM radio circuit and its working We

Stereo Amplifier Circuit Diagram Engineering Projects
April 23rd, 2019 - Let's see the circuit diagram of stereo amplifier The circuit of stereo amplifier is built around TDA7052 audio amplifier IC There are few special features which lead us to design this stereo amplifier circuit using this particular IC Output power of 1 5W which is enough power for a room with several people

Mobile Power Ic Circuit Diagram Best Place to Find
April 23rd, 2019 - Mobile power ic circuit diagram Three dimensional integrated circuits or 3d ic have emerged as a promising path for high performance systems to satisfy the increasing demands of mobile computing and reduces power consumption Automotive power management ic market new research report announced with business 04202019 power management integrated circuits pmic are used to manage power requirements

Top10 Electronic Circuits for Beginners ElProCus
April 21st, 2019 - The simple top10 electronic circuits for beginners includes DC Lighting Circuit rain alarm simple temperature monitor touch sensor LED circuit etc the positive power supply will draw away all the electrons present in the junction And all the holes will draw towards the negative terminal UM3561 IC Sound Generator Circuit Diagram

Wireless Mobile Charger Circuit Diagram Engineering Projects
April 20th, 2019 - Transmitter Circuit for Wireless Mobile Charger Circuit Diagram – The transmitter circuit of Wireless Mobile Charger Circuit Diagram is shown in figure 1 and is built around timer IC 555 a general purpose NPN transistor BC547 N channel MOSFET IRF540N LC tuned circuit and a 5 volt series voltage regulator 7805

LCD TV Power Supply IP BOARD Schematic Diagram amp Repair
April 19th, 2019 - LCD TV Power Supply IP BOARD Schematic Diagram amp Repair Tips for Sharp This is Samsung LCD TV BN44 00152B inverter power supply IP board schematic diagram Where this power supplies are using on Samsung LN T1953H LCD Tv or other similar LN T19 series lcd tv Below is the picture of this PSU S 00 001 04 01 07 REV
5V Power Supply using 7805 Voltage Regulator with Design
April 21st, 2019 - 5V Power Supply using 7805 Voltage Regulator with Design
The input voltage to the 7805 IC should be at least 2V greater than the required 2V output therefore it requires an input voltage at least close to 7V Circuit Diagram 5V Power Supply Circuit using 7805 Voltage Regulator

Mobile cellphone charger – Electronics Project
April 17th, 2019 - Here is a simple project using very common electronics components for charging mobile battery using AA cells Circuit descriptions of mobile cellphone charger The main part of the circuit mobile cellphone charger is timer IC NE555 used to charge and monitor the voltage level IC 1 get control voltage to pin 5 by zener diode ZD 1

220V HOMEMADE PORTABLE POWER INVERTER 5 Steps with Pictures
April 5th, 2019 - 220V HOMEMADE PORTABLE POWER INVERTER Hello friendsThis is a tutorial about “How to make a 220V portable power inverter” This inverter is capable to power CFLs tube lights dc fan ext it can handle up to 150W even you can charge your laptop and mobile Note this is a 220v 50Hz square

How to Make a Simple LED Flashing Circuit using 555 Timer IC
April 21st, 2019 - Circuit Diagram of Flash Lamp Using 555 Timer IC Here the circuit consists of an A stable multi vibrator using 555 Timer IC which creates a square wave The circuit has an on state time of 0 94 Seconds and OFF time of 0 47 Seconds
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